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The SRS Classification for Adult Spinal Deformity
Building on the King/Moe and Lenke Classification Systems

Thomas Lowe, MD,* Sigurd H. Berven, MD,† Frank J. Schwab, MD,‡
and Keith H. Bridwell, MD§

Study Design. Descriptive study of the Scoliosis Re-
search Society (SRS) Classification for Adult Spinal De-
formity using interobserver reliability measures for vali-
dation of the system.

Objectives. To propose and validate a classification
system for adult spinal deformity that will have utility in
reporting on treatment options and outcomes for affected
adults.

Summary of Background Data. Classification systems
exist for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis and have utility in
categorizing spinal deformity and guiding choices for man-
agement. Adult spinal deformity is distinct from adolescent
deformity. Important distinctions include present impair-
ment and pain, regional and global decompensation, and
degenerative changes within the deformity. A useful classi-
fication system for adult spinal deformity does not exist.
The absence of a classification system for adult deformity
compromises the ability to report on similar cases and to
develop an evidence-based approach to care.

Methods. Descriptive study design with development
of an SRS Classification System using the Delphi Method.
Validation of the system using interobserver reliability
measures based on responses of SRS-member surgeons
to radiographic case presentations.

Results. Nineteen surgeons evaluated 25 cases of
adult spinal deformity. Interobserver reliability for curve
types (kappa ! 0.64), regional sagittal modifiers (kappa !
0.73), and degenerative lumbar modifiers (kappa ! 0.65)
were substantial. Interobserver reliability was moderate
(kappa ! 0.56) for choosing a cephalad level for operative
treatment and substantial for choosing a caudad level
(kappa ! 0.77).

Conclusions. A uniform system for classification of
adult spinal deformity has significant utility in improving
the ability of surgeons and authors to compare and com-
bine similar cases, and in improving the accuracy of re-
ports on the outcomes of care for adults with spinal de-
formity. The SRS Classification System for Adult Spinal
Deformity has good interobserver reliability and is pre-
dictive of surgical strategies. Further validation of the SRS
Classification System will include measures of intraob-
server reliability, and inclusion of clinical characteristics
of patient presentation and comorbidities.

Key words: spinal deformity, scoliosis, adult, classifi-
cation. Spine 2006;31:S119–S125

Adult spinal deformity is a common disorder that can have
a significant and measurable impact on health-related qual-
ity of life. The adult with spinal deformity presents with
clinical symptoms and radiographic findings that are dis-
tinct from the adolescent with spinal deformity. Important
differences between the adult and the adolescent with spinal
deformity include patterns of deformity, degenerative com-
ponents, the natural history of deformity progression, clin-
ical symptoms, and presentation. The goals of operative
and nonoperative care, and surgical strategies for achieving
these goals of care, can differ significantly between adoles-
cent and adult patients. Deformity in the adult spine is fre-
quently characterized by associated degenerative changes,
including spinal stenosis, spondylolisthesis, rotational sub-
luxation, lumbar hypolordosis, and rigidity within the de-
formity.

Existing classification systems for scoliosis do not en-
compass the important considerations that are inherent
in deformity in the adult spine. The Adult Spinal Defor-
mity Committee of the Scoliosis Research Society has
developed a classification for adult spinal deformity that
is intended to provide an organizational structure for
spinal deformity that permits comparison of similar
cases, and provides a framework for an evidence-based
approach to the operative and nonoperative manage-
ment of deformity in the adult.

Background. Classification systems are important and valu-
able to the physician who cares for patients with spinal disor-
ders because they serve to accurately characterize a disorder, to
guide treatment and decision-making, and to form a basis for
the uniform reporting of results of care that may lead to an
evidence-based approach to care.1 A classification system for
spinal deformity has four main purposes: systematic categori-
zation of similar disorders, prognosis regarding natural history
and outcomes of care, correlation with health status or severity
of deformity, and a guide for optimal care. Established classi-
fications systems for scoliosis include nominal (diagnostic) and
ordinal systems. Each established system has significant limita-
tions in application to adult spinal deformity.

A nominal classification system for scoliosis was initially
introduced by the Terminology Committee of the Scoliosis Re-
search Society in 1969.2 The classification was etiological and
divided disorders of the spine into categories including idio-
pathic, congenital, neuromuscular, associated with neurofibro-
matosis, mesenchymal, traumatic, secondary to irritative phe-
nomena, and other. A nominal classification is useful to lend
insight into diagnosis and associated comorbidities. The impor-
tance of recognizing the etiology of spinal deformity is demon-
strated by the disparity of previous publications on natural
history and outcome in scoliosis treatment.3–5 The limitations
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of a nominal system are that it provides little insight or guid-
ance for care of specific curve types and locations.

An ordinal classification system for scoliosis is useful be-
cause it is intended to rank subtypes of deformity with recog-
nition of specific behavior of the deformity or treatment strat-
egies. Curve patterns are an important basis for most ordinal
classification systems. These are derived from the first reported
classification by Schulthess in 1905: cervicothoracic, thoracic,
thoracolumbar, lumbar, and combined double primary.6 An
early ordinal classification for scoliosis was used by Ponsetti
and Friedman in 1950 in their description of the natural history
of scoliosis based on curve types.7 They emphasized that spe-
cific curve types are readily recognizable and that the location
of the deformity rarely changes even with growth of the curve.
Their conclusions on curve type and location being important
predictors of the natural history of scoliosis remain an impor-
tant reason to keep curve type central to any classification sys-
tem.8 However, a classification system based on curve location
alone has limited utility in differentiating between curve types,
and in guiding strategies for care.

In 1983, King et al introduced an ordinal classification sys-
tem for thoracic idiopathic scoliosis that was intended to pro-
vide guidance for treatment of thoracic deformity.9 The au-
thors demonstrated that the classification has significant value
in determining the appropriate levels for fusion for thoracic
deformities, and with the use of distraction instrumentation,
the system led to a low rate of late decompensation and revision
surgery. However, the classification has significant limitations,
including in applicability to current segmental instrumentation
systems,10 applicability to patients with lumbar deformity,11

and recognition of alignment and deformity in the sagittal
plane.12–14

The Lenke Classification was developed by members of the
Harms Study Group with the intent to be comprehensive and
encompass all curve types, to be based on objective criteria for
each curve type, to emphasize sagittal plane alignment, and to
be easily understood and applied.15 The Lenke classification
provides a standardized and useful framework for determining
the extent of spinal arthrodesis in deformity.16,17 However,
there is significant variability in the observed choice of levels by
surgeons because of specific structural characteristics within
the deformity, and most importantly because of considerations
that are apparent from the patient’s clinical presentation that
“override” radiographic considerations.18

The adult with spinal deformity presents with clinical and
radiographic characteristics that are distinct from the adoles-
cent with spinal deformity. Limited work has been reported in
the area of adult deformity classification. In a recent publica-
tion, a preliminary approach to lumbar adult deformities in-
cluded regional and focal radiographic parameters such as lum-
bar lordosis, olisthesis, and endplate obliquity.18a The
recognition of symptomatic degenerative changes within the
deformity, including stenosis, spondylolisthesis, and rotational
subluxation, is critical for an effective classification system in
the adult. Similarly, global imbalance of the spine in the sagittal
and coronal plane is rare in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis but
has an important impact on health status and treatment op-
tions in the adult patient.19 Guidance on when to do more, less,
or nothing at all can be useful for the surgeon who is consider-
ing a spectrum of options and strategies for care. There is tre-
mendous variability in the management of adult spinal defor-
mity among physicians who care for patients with spinal
deformity. While some of this is driven by the range of pathol-

ogy and complex expression of the aging spine with deformity,
the presence of variability in treatment is also related to the
absence of an evidence-based approach to adult deformity. The
role of nonoperative care, decompression alone, limited stabi-
lization, or long fusions has not been well defined and will
remain poorly defined in the absence of a valid classification
system that can be used to categorize and to report outcomes
on specific presentations of adult spinal deformity. An evi-
dence-based approach to the management of adult spinal de-
formity requires a valid classification as a starting point.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a classification system
for adult deformity that will have utility in accurately categorizing
adults with similar disorders, and in providing a framework that
will be useful in comparing treatment and outcomes between cen-
ters. The Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) Classification for Adult
Deformity is intended to be used by physicians to group patients
with similar radiographic presentations and to facilitate useful
multicenter collaborations and comparisons of similar cases. This
paper is a report of the preliminary findings and validation of the
classification by members of the SRS Adult Spinal Deformity
Committee.

Development and Rationale of the SRS Adult Deformity
Classification System. An important goal of the Adult Spinal
Deformity Committee of the Scoliosis Research Society is to
develop a reliable, universally acceptable radiographic classifi-
cation system for adult spinal deformity that would include
both adult idiopathic with superimposed degenerative changes
as well as adult onset “de novo” scoliosis. The classification is
based on standing full-length radiographs in the coronal and
sagittal planes.20 Global balance, regional deformity patterns,
and focal degenerative changes within the deformity are as-
sessed. The classification also includes primary sagittal defor-
mity, which is commonly related to degenerative disc disease,
developmental pathology including Scheuermann’s kyphosis,
trauma, loss of muscle tone, and osteoporosis in older adults.
The proposed classification is illustrated in Table 1.

Major Curve Types. Six major coronal curves types are rec-
ognized: 1) a single thoracic, 2) a double thoracic, 3) a double
major, 4) a triple major, 5) a thoracolumbar, and 6) a lumbar
(idiopathic or “de novo”). The definitions described by the
Scoliosis Research Society were used to establish the major
curve types.21 Thoracic curves have an apex between the sec-
ond thoracic vertebral body and the 11th and 12th thoracic
disc. Thoracolumbar curves have an apex between the 12th
thoracic vertebral body and the first lumbar vertebral body.
Lumbar curves have an apex between the first and second lum-
bar disc and the fourth lumbar vertebral body.

Criteria for primary thoracic curves include a magnitude of
40° or more and the C7 sagittal plumbline must lie lateral to the
apical vertebral body of the curve. The threshold of 40° was
chosen in order to identify curves of significant magnitude to
warrant consideration of extension of instrumentation and fu-
sion. Upper thoracic curves are structural if the first thoracic rib
or clavicular tilt is greater or equal to 5° or greater with the
elevated side ipsilateral to the apex of the deformity. Criteria
for the thoracolumbar and lumbar curves include a curve mag-
nitude of 30° or greater and a center sacral vertical line, which
passes lateral to the apical vertebral body of the curve. The
lower threshold in magnitude for lumbar major curves is based
on the Committee’s agreement that lumbar curves of smaller
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magnitude than thoracic curves would be significant in clinical
presentation and in surgical planning.

In addition to the six major coronal deformities, we have
added a single sagittal plane deformity where there are no associ-
ated thoracic or lumbar coronal deformities that would meet the
requirements of a primary coronal deformity. The criteria for a
major sagittal deformity would include an increased kyphosis in
one or more of the regional sagittal measurements listed under the
regional sagittal modifier.

Sagittal Modifiers. Deformity in the sagittal plane is an im-
portant consideration in adult scoliosis. Regional kyphosis or
hypolordosis has a significant impact on health status and sur-
gical strategies for deformity correction. A regional sagittal
modifier has been included to describe excessive kyphosis in
each of the four regions of the spine: proximal thoracic (T2–
T5), main thoracic (T5–T12), thoracolumbar (T10–L2), and
lumbar (T12–S1). The regional sagittal modifier is only listed if
one or more regions are outside of the proposed normal limits.
A positive sagittal modifier for the proximal thoracic (PT) re-
gion would include !20°, for the main thoracic (MT) region
!50°, for the thoracolumbar (TL) region !20°, and for the
lumbar (L) region !"40°.

Lumbar Degenerative Modifiers. Degenerative changes
within the lumbar spine are characteristic of adult spinal defor-

mity and often are the cause of presenting clinical symptoms. A
degenerative lumbar modifier was included to describe specific
degenerative radiographic findings within the lumbar spine.
This modifier would also only be used if there were radio-
graphic evidence of disc narrowing, facet arthropathy, and de-
generative spondylolisthesis or rotatory subluxation !3 mm in
any plane.

Global Balance Modifier. The third modifier, global bal-
ance, is included to describe imbalance in either the coronal or
sagittal plane. Global alignment of the spine is important in
adult spinal deformity, which may be characterized by fixed
sagittal and/or coronal place imbalance. Loss of sagittal bal-
ance is significant if the C7 plumbline is !5 cm either anterior
or posterior to the sacral promontory.19 Loss of coronal bal-
ance is significant and considered in the classification if the C7
plumbline was !3 cm to either side of the center sacral vertical
line.

Material and Methods for Validation

Interobserver reliability. Radiographs from 25 cases of adult
spinal deformity were used for validation of the SRS Adult
Deformity Classification. Fourteen surgeons, all members of
the Scoliosis Research Society, classified the deformity for each
case according to the algorithm described above (Figures 1–3).
Five surgeons, all members of the adult spinal deformity com-
mittee of the Scoliosis Research Society, were actively involved
with the development of this system.

Preoperative posteroanterior and lateral radiographs were
used for validation testing. Coronal and sagittal Cobb mea-
surements as well as the C7 plumbline and sacral vertical line
were drawn on each radiograph. The reviewers were asked to
choose the primary curve type and to select all regional sagittal,
degenerative lumbar, and global balance modifiers that were
positive for each patient. kappa coefficients were calculated to
determine interobserver reliability of the primary curve type
and each of the modifiers on each set of radiographs based on
reviewer responses.

Regarding a surgical strategy, the reviewers used their as-
sessment of the classification to determine appropriate levels
for instrumentation and fusion of the spine. The reviewers se-
lected an upper instrumentation and lower instrumentation
level. The interobserver reliability of the classification system to
determine fusion levels was estimated by calculating the kappa
coefficient values for the proposed instrumentation levels. The
kappa value is the actual interobserver agreement minus that
which would occur by random chance, divided by the maxi-
mum possible agreement that is not related to chance.1 Thus,
perfect agreement would have a kappa coefficient of 1, and
random chance agreement would have a kappa coefficient of 0.
A kappa value of 0.21 to 0.4 has fair agreement, 0.41 to 0.6 has
moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.8 has substantial agreement,
and 0.81 to 1.0 has almost perfect agreement.22

Results

Fourteen surgeons completed evaluations for all 25 ra-
diographic cases. Interobserver reliability of the primary
curve type was kappa ! 0.64. Interobserver reliability
for the regional sagittal modifier was kappa ! 0.73. In-
terobserver reliability for the degenerative lumbar mod-

Table 1. SRS Adult Deformity Classification

Primary curve types
Single thoracic (ST)
Double thoracic (DT)
Double major (DM)
Triple major (TM)
Thoracolumbar (TL)
Lumbar “de novo”/idiopathic (L)
Primary sagittal plane deformity (SP)

Adult spinal deformity modifiers
Regional sagittal modifier (include only if outside normal range as listed)

● (PT) Proximal thoracic (T2–T5): !#20°
● (MT) Main thoracic (T5–T12): !#50°
● (TL) Thoracolumbar (T10–L2): !#20°
● (L) Lumbar (T12–S1): !"40°

Lumbar degenerative modifier (include only if present)
● (DDD) 2 disc height and facet arthropathy based on x-ray include

lowest involved level between L1 and S1
● (LIS) listhesis (rotational, lateral antero, retro) !3 mm include

lowest level between L1 and L5
● (JCT) junctional L5–S1 curve !10° (intersection angle superior

endplates L5 and S1)
Global balance modifier (include only if imbalance present)

● (SB) sagittal C7 plumb !5 cm anterior or posterior to sacral
promontory

● (CB) coronal C7 plumb !3 cm right or left of CSVL
SRS definition of regions

● Thoracic: apex T2–T11–T12 disc
● Thoracolumbar: apex T12–L1
● Lumbar: apex L1–L2 disc–L4

Criteria for specific major curve types
1. Thoracic curves

● Curve !40°
● Apical vertebral body lateral to C7 plumbline
● T1 rib or clavicle angle !10° upper thoracic curves

2. Thoracolumbar and lumbar curves
● Curve !30°
● Apical vertebral body lateral to CSVL

3. Primary sagittal plane deformity
● No major coronal curve
● One or more regional sagittal measurements (PT, MT, TL, L) outside

normal range

S121SRS Classification for Adult Spinal Deformity • Lowe et al



ifier was kappa ! 0.65. Interobserver reliability for the
global balance modifier was kappa ! 0.92.

Regarding the selection of levels for instrumentation and
fusion, there was more variability in the reviewer assess-
ments. The interobserver reliability for the cephalad level of
the construct was kappa ! 0.56. The interobserver reliabil-
ity for the caudad level was kappa ! 0.77.

Case Examples
Case 1: Double major (DM) curve, # lumbar degenera-
tive modifier L2–L5, negative global balance, and re-
gional sagittal modifiers.

Case 2: Thoracolumbar (TL) curve, # degenerative
lumbar modifier L2–L5, negative global balance, and re-
gional sagittal modifiers.

Case 3: Double major curve, # degenerative lumbar
modifier L1–L5, # MT regional sagittal modifier, and
negative global balance modifier.

Discussion

The SRS Adult Deformity Classification offers an impor-
tant framework for the establishment of a comprehen-
sive description of adult spinal deformity. The terminol-

Figure 1. Case 4: Double major
(DM) curve. # ! lumbar degen-
erative modifier L2–L5; " !
global balance and regional sag-
ittal modifiers.

Figure 2. Case 7: Thoracolumbar
(TL) curve. # ! degenerative
lumbar modifier L2–L5; " !
global balance and regional sag-
ittal modifiers.
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ogy and definitions adopted by the SRS were applied in
categorization of apical level and thus curve types. Fur-
ther modifiers offer important descriptors relevant to
surgical decision-making. Adult spinal deformity is dis-
tinct from adolescent deformity because of the predom-
inance of lumbar degenerative conditions, regional loss
of sagittal alignment, and global imbalance in the sagittal
and coronal plane in the adult spine. Therefore, a classi-
fication that is responsive to the specific pathology of the
adult spine is necessary to accurately categorize defor-
mity and guide treatment.

The primary role of this classification system is to
provide a taxonomy or framework for adult spinal de-
formity and to enable comparison of like cases between
centers, and inclusion of like cases in multicenter studies.
The fundamental requirement for a valid classification
system is interobserver reliability. The interobserver re-
liability of other classification systems for scoliosis has
been reported variably. Cummings et al reported poor
interobserver reliability (kappa ! 0.44) of the King/Moe
Classification among five surgeons of variable level of
training.23 Similarly, Lenke et al reported poor interob-
server reliability with kappa ! 0.4 for the King/Moe
classification using marked radiographs.15 The Lenke
Classification for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis demon-
strated good and excellent interobserver reliability for
curve type (kappa ! 0.74–0.92) when tested by devel-
opers of the classification and independent observers.15

However, subsequent reports by independent observers
on marked and unmarked films demonstrated interob-
server reliability in the moderate range for the Lenke
classification.24,25 This paper demonstrates substantial
interobserver reliability for the SRS Adult Classification
system. This paper is a preliminary report of the valida-

tion of the proposed system. Further work including
studying the intraobserver variability, test retest reliabil-
ity, and use of unmarked radiographs is required for
complete validation of the system.

A secondary role of the SRS Adult Deformity Classi-
fication System is to provide guidance for optimal care,
and to contribute toward an evidence-based approach to
the management of adult deformity. Operative and non-
operative management of adult deformity is character-
ized by significant variability. The reviewers of the adult
deformity cases used for validation of the adult classifi-
cation had substantial reliability in interobserver recom-
mendations for a caudad fusion level (kappa ! 0.77) and
were within one level for a cephalad level with moderate
reliability (kappa ! 0.56). This level of agreement indi-
cates that the degenerative, regional, and global modifi-
ers that are emphasized have a positive impact on guid-
ing decision-making and forging consensus for care. In
the adolescent patient, the Lenke classification does have
some utility in guiding the choice of levels for fusion and
instrumentation.15,17,18,26 However, decision-making in
the adult extends beyond consideration of the structural
curve and requires consideration of the modifiers identi-
fied. Further work including refinement and validation
of the system through cases that have been treated will be
required for complete validation of the system as a guide
for treatment strategy and choice of fusion levels.

A limitation of the SRS Adult Deformity Classifica-
tion as it is presented here is that it does not encompass
important clinical considerations including presenting
symptoms of the patient, age, and comorbidities includ-
ing osteoporosis and systemic disease. The proposed sys-
tem is designed to offer a valid radiographic classification
for use in accurate and organized categorization of

Figure 3. Case 20: Double major
curve, # ! degenerative lumbar
modifier L1–L5; # ! MT regional
sagittal modifier; " ! global bal-
ance modifier.
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adults with deformity, and to identify considerations
that may guide surgical treatment. The classification may
undergo further refinement in terms of clinical impact
and treatment utility for operative and nonoperative pa-
tients. For example, the optimal, evidence-based treat-
ment for a patient with a lumbar major curve and lumbar
degenerative stenosis at L3–L4 with no regional or
global modifiers may be quite different from the patient
who presents with isolated radicular pain or from a pa-
tient who presents with pain at the apex of the deformity
and curve progression. The inclusion of clinical status,
pain patterns, and comorbidities in the classification sys-
tem involves significantly greater complexity in data col-
lection, and may limit the applicability of the system for
use in multicenter studies or comparison between cen-
ters. Further refinement of adult deformity classifications
will effectively encompass clinical correlations including
presenting symptoms and comorbidities. The inclusion
of clinical symptoms will significantly enhance the utility
of the system as a guide to operative and nonoperative
care. Future validation of the system will include reports
on the variability in recommended treatment options
based on classification.

Previous work has identified a correlation between
health-related quality of life and radiographic parame-
ters in the setting of adult scoliosis.18a,19,28,29 Through
the Spinal Deformity Study Group, database numerous
parameters have emerged as independent predictors of
disability and pain associated with deformity in adults.
Most significantly, global sagittal imbalance, interverte-
bral olisthesis, and loss of lumbar lordosis are correlated
with compromise of health-related quality of life mea-
sures (SRS outcomes tool, Oswestry Disability Index,
MOS Short Form). Combinations of these modifiers ap-
pear to have a cumulative effect on health status. Recog-
nition of the impact of these radiographic parameters on
health status has contributed to the development of the
modifiers proposed in the SRS Adult Deformity Classifi-
cation. As our understanding of the disability drivers
including radiographic parameters and comorbidities in
adult patients grows, the classification system and its
utility to the practitioner will also improve.

Spinal deformity in the adult encompasses radio-
graphic and clinical presentations that are distinct from
those characteristic of adolescent deformity. The SRS
Adult Deformity Classification system is intended to pro-
vide a framework for an accurate and organized catego-
rization of patients with spinal deformity. The classifica-
tion will permit a comparison of treatment and outcomes
for adults who are similarly affected by spinal deformity.
The classification system was designed to encompass fea-
tures of spinal deformity that are both distinct to the
adult, and significant regarding health status and treat-
ment choices. The adoption of the SRS Adult Deformity
Classification will contribute significantly to our ability
to accurately report treatment outcomes for adults with
distinct spinal pathologies, and will contribute to the

development of an evidence-based approach for the
management of adult spinal deformity.

Key Points

● Clinical presentation and treatment strategies for
adult spinal deformity are different than for adoles-
cent spinal deformity.
● A classification system for adult deformity is use-
ful to accurately characterize adult curve patterns,
to guide treatment and decision-making, and to
provide a uniform basis for the development of an
evidence-based approach to care.
● The SRS Classification for Adult Spinal Defor-
mity is a reliable system for determining curve
types, modifiers of the curve, and fusion levels.
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